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The latest results are in, and it come 
as a surprise to no one that GOP front 
runner Donald trump is leading the 
pack. A strong contender since he 
began his race last fall, Trump has 
edged out his rivals at every turn. His 
platform of strict morals, and old 
fashioned American values has 
touched a chord with many, his words 
have inspired crowds of hundreds of 
thousands to attend the rall ies he has 
been holding across the country.

What though is so desirable about this 
candidate. Registered voter Michael 
Wallace had this to say about Trump 
?I think that he [Trump] is a great 
asset to our nation. We need to get 
back to the basics, back to what made 
America great. We need to get jobs 
back to American hands, and I think 
that Trump is the Man to do it.?  
Not all would agree with Mr. Wallace 
and many of Trumps Democratic 
rivals do not share his optimism. 
?Really are you serious? Donald 
Trump?? Says Bridget Sands of 
Nashua. ?What can he possibly do? 
Didn?t he run several of his own 

companies into bankruptcy? How does 
that help [America]?? Sands appears to 
be in the minority, and if fundraising is 
any indicator then Donald Trump is the 
candidate to beat. Not only is he using a 
sizable portion of his own finances to 
fund his campaign, the Queen City Voice 
has recently heard that several 
anonymous donor have donated over $3 
mill ion to his campaign. Who these 
donors are is a mystery, but one thing is 
clear, people love Donald Trump. 
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TODAY'S WEATHER

Today:

Sunny, with a high 
near 35. Calm wind 
becoming southwest 
around 5 mph in the 
afternoon. 

Tonight :

Mostly clear, with a 
low around 8. 
Southwest wind 
around 5 mph 
becoming calm. 



by Eric Reed

America is often called a melting pot, a 
blend of multiple cultures all mixed 
together forming a cohesive whole. 
These cultures come from far and 
wide, from the mountains of eastern 
Europe to the deserts of the Middle 
East. Manchester could be seen as a 
microcosm of the nation as a whole. Its 
people come from many countries, and 
many walks of l ife.

Despite rising concerns over refugees 
Manchester has seen a rise in 
emigration. Many of these peoples 
come from Middle Eastern countries 
particularly Egypt and northeastern 
Iran. They have come to America 
seeking freedoms not available in their 
homelands and Manchester has offered 
shelter to many.

Some worry that these immigrants 
will bring their troubles with them, 
while others think that the additional 
diversity will make for a greater 
America, as their cultural differences 
will create a better understanding of 
those who come from very different 
walks of l ife. 

It cannot be said that Manchester is 
not a welcoming place and even Mayor 

MOSCOW - A perfume, whose creator says was 
inspired by Russian President Vladimir Putin, 
has gone on sale in Moscow.

The "Leaders Number One" scent, created by 
Belarussian-born perfumer Vladislav Rekunov, 
is sold in a black bottle featuring Putin's 
prof ile at Moscow's luxury GUM department 
store as well as online for 6,500 rubles, or $95. 

ODD NEWS

DEAR SANDY

DEAR SANDY- Recently I joined a very 
exclusive club. It has many amazing 
perks for membership and although 
the price was very high, I am proud to 
be a member. I would l ike my best 
friend to join, but unfortunately those 
run the organization say I am not 
allowed to invite him into the fold. We 
have been bros our whole life, and I 
really want him to be able to take part. 
What should I do?

-Friendless in Manchester

DEAR FRIENDLESS- If you can?t 
invite him there is probably a good 
reason, and I wouldn?t advise breaking 
your club's rules. Perhaps there is 
something else you can do together to 
make up for it? Perhaps some time 
skiing on one of our fantastic 
mountains? Or some of the activities 
you both did before you joined the 
club? Just because you joined a club 
doesn?t mean your friendship has to 
end. 
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by Jennifer Ryan

As winter settles in our thoughts again 
turn to those without the warmth of 
shelter, those who inhabit our cities 
streets, homeless and alone. Thankfully 
these last few years have seen a 
significant decrease in the homeless 
population. Whether this is due to state 
programs, or the homeless seeking 
different cities is unclear. What is clear 
though is that Manchester has never 
been a better place, and fewer of its 
citizens are trapped out in the cold. 

How Diversity Makes Us Better 

Homeless in Manchester

Gatsis had this to say on the subject. 
?When it comes down to it, we are all 
immigrants. We as Americans come 
from all walks of l ife, and coming to 
America seeking freedom is something 
our forefathers considered the 
cornerstone of our great nation. Who 
are we to judge??


